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Equinox and Beginning of Spring on March 20th, 2021 

 

On 20.3.21, 9:36 am UT/GMT (please convert to your own time zone), in Western Zodiac the Sun entered the 

sign of Aries (shown in the copyrighted picture). This was a tremendous shift in energy, going from the “Water of 

Pisces” (“last” sign of the Zodiac) to the “Fire of Aries” (“first” sign of the Zodiac). So please be aware of it and 

acknowledge it in what you felt/feel and do, and try to make good use of the power in Aries for the next couple of 

weeks. Because of joining forces with other planets, it´s even more powerful this year than usual. It´s a perfect 

time to have courage and set things in motion. 

Besides that, we´re heading for Easter, and there are areas with a tradition of Easter Fires to burn away old 

burdens, which do not serve us anymore (apart from other connotations of the ritual). So, all in all it´s also a 

perfect time to let go of the past and embrace the future. 

A note on the side: As much as I like Chinese Astrology (BaZi), for me it gives just one of many facets of energy in 

this world. For example, to have a clear picture of a person one might wish to see him/her from the front, from 

the side and from behind. Same with systems in Astrology: Chinese, Western, Vedic, they all have their specific 

merits, but in my opinion, none alone can give the full picture. (When looking at the BaZi of a person, it will hardly 

make a difference whether born before or after Equinox: it´s just the month of Rabbit there before and after.) 

 

Talking about various systems: The Celts had a very special calendar, dedicated to the trees, which I like very 

much in its description of personalities for persons born “under” any of those trees (23 in number, following a 
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book by M. Vescoli here). In particular, for each of the four equinoxes and solstices they dedicated a special tree 

for just that single day. For Spring Equinox it´s the Oak tree, widely recognized for its great power. 

Finally, a little preview for the next couple of days: 

The month of the "water dragon" begins in Chinese Calendar on April 4th, 2021. Within the signs of the zodiac, 

the dragon is the "reservoir of water", so we get a very strong force of water here, that will meet the strong fire of 

Aries for two weeks. To get in the mood, I recommend my current video on "Fire and Water 2021": 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DyzHtq5RGU8 

In the near future I will publish some information specifically about the Month of the Dragon, which should also 

be useful personally - so if you are interested please subscribe to my YouTube channel or check the website. 

For now one last hint, on a completely different system: 

According to the Mayan calendar, from 30.3. until 8.4.21 we´ll experience ten so-called "portal days" in a row, 

which usually bring a very energetic time, and so it fits perfectly with getting started in spring. 

Wishing all who read this a wonderful spring, despite all the adverse external circumstances. 
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